current restructuring of the global capitalist system.' She goes on, 'it considers these works through a comparative postcolonial approach as part of a wider insistence that the issues addressed by these writings are, if specific to a national situation, not solely reducible thereto' (2) . According to Lehner, therefore, her own approach to postcolonialism, what she terms her aesthethical approach, provides a way of examining the role of the subaltern subject in a way that attempts to get beyond dependence on a national framework. However, Lehner is also quick to point out that this 'beyondness' is not linked to a postnationalist or postmodernist agenda -such approaches, she points out, tend to 'efface the continuing inequalities and disenfranchisements by translating them into a grammar of pluralism and inclusiveness' (7).
Lehner's subaltern subject appears in a variety of contexts, from 'counter- Lehner's aesthethical reading specifically bring to this approach?' It is here that the theory might get rather confusing for the reader uninitiated in the ethical debates stemming from poststructuralism in the last few decades. Here Lehner draws on a kaleidoscopic variety of critics and philosophers in order to map out her own approach, just a few of whom include: Levinas, Althusser, Marx, Benjamin, Adorno, Ranciere and Derrida. Often discussion of one philosopher moves very quickly on to another, so that the reader may feel disoriented by the pace and juxtaposition of ideas presented. This is also the case in the discussion of the literary texts in each of the main chapters, where Lehner tends to move incredibly swiftly from one philosophical idea to another. While Lehner's aesthethics stems from her reading of many of the above writers and thinkers, as a means of uncovering this 'shared matrix of politico-ethical concerns', at times it is difficult to discern her own position in a clear light apart from that of all of the others.
Subaltern Ethics is an ambitious book with admirable intentions (setting out counter-histories, reading history 'from below', and so on); one which will certainly be keenly read by all those working in postcolonial studies in Ireland, Northern Ireland and Scotland. In terms of the practical application of aesthethics, though, the reader might wonder about the wider viability of this reading strategy and the possible extent of its application beyond the covers of this book. While this is Lehner's first monograph, perhaps subsequent ones will go on to map out the possibilities of this theory in more detail.
